Abstract. We obtain a number of consequences of the theorem on the automatic continuity of locally bounded finite-dimensional representations of connected Lie groups on the derived subgroup of the group, as well as an analogue of Lie's theorem for (not necessarily continuous) finite-dimensional representations of connected soluble locally compact groups. In particular, we give a description of connected Lie groups admitting a (not necessarily continuous) faithful locally bounded finitedimensional representation; as it turns out, such groups are linear. Furthermore, we give a description of the intersection of the kernels of continuous finite-dimensional representations of a given connected locally compact group, obtain a generalization of Hochschild's theorem on the kernel of the universal representation in terms of locally bounded (not necessarily continuous) finite-dimensional linear representations, and find the intersection of the kernels of such representations for a connected reductive Lie group.
Introduction
Physical measurements, being of a local nature, give information on the deviation of the size of some or other quantity within the limits of the accuracy of the measuring apparatus. From this point of view, the category of topological spaces and maps of these spaces, under which each point has a neighbourhood with precompact image, is one of the rivals of the "more natural" category of topological spaces and continuous maps of them. We can consider the first part of the more than 80-year history of research into the automatic continuity of finite-dimensional representations of connected Lie groups in this connection. Apparently the first work along these lines was E. Cartan's work [1] , in which it was proved that any (not a priori continuous) finite-dimensional representation of a connected simple compact Lie group is automatically continuous. Somewhat later, van der Waerden [2] proved that any (not a priori continuous) finite-dimensional representation of a (not necessarily compact) Lie group is automatically continuous. This work all but replaces Cartan's result in the memory of the mathematical community, but in many sources ([3] - [8] ), including the author's publication [9] , Cartan's result is ascribed to van der Waerden. I am grateful to Dieter Remus [10] , who drew my attention to the publications [11] and [12] in which the historical truth is established.
The related question of the automatic continuity of automorphisms, isomorphisms and homomorphisms, in particular those with a dense image, was considered by many authors ( [13] - [23] ), starting from 1928, but the results of these papers rely on the condition that the image of the corresponding map be dense or that the groups under consideration are algebraic, so these results cannot be directly applied to the study of finite-dimensional representations of connected Lie groups. In particular, although Tits' paper [19] (which mainly uses the methods and results from [20] ) contained sufficient conditions for the automatic continuity of homomorphisms of Lie groups with a perfect 1 component of the identity without assuming that the homomorphism is locally bounded. He did, however, impose some additional assumptions, for example, that the adjoint representation of the Levi subalgebra of the Lie algebra of the group-image and the restriction of the adjoint representation of this Lie algebra to its radical do not have a common direct summand, which, of course, holds automatically for finite-dimensional representations, but a key point is that all the simple factors of the Levi subgroup are absolutely simple (that is, they have simple complexifications; see [19] , p. 489, Corollary 2), and this condition does not hold for the group SL(n, C). This means that this condition cannot be directly applied to complex linear representations, in view of the fact that the Lie group SL(n, C) is not absolutely simple.
In the author's paper [9] we obtained a number of results on the automatic continuity of locally bounded finite-dimensional linear representations of connected Lie groups, which proved to be productive in investigating a number of questions about the structure of embeddings, of more general homomorphisms and representations of connected Lie groups and connected locally compact groups. Using these, in [24] we obtained a number of results on the structure of homomorphisms taking connected locally compact groups into compact groups. In this paper we consider applying the results in [9] to study the question of the existence of a faithful locally bounded (not necessarily continuous) finite-dimensional linear representation of a given locally compact group and to give a description of the Hochschild kernel urk(G) of a given locally compact group G (or of the intersection of the kernels of continuous finite-dimensional linear representations of a topological group G).
We recall a result due to Hochschild [25] , which will be of importance in what follows. If G is a semisimple Lie group, then the group urk(G) is constructed in the following way. Let g be the Lie algebra of the Lie group G, let C be the complex number field and let g C be the complexification of g, that is, the semisimple Lie algebra over C obtained as the tensor product (over the field R) of the Lie algebra g, and C, g C = g ⊗ R C. We denote by S(g) and S(g C ) the simply connected Lie groups with Lie algebras g and g C , respectively. The embedding g → g C is the differential of the uniquely defined continuous homomorphism γ of the group S(g) into S(g C ). The kernel D = D(G) of the homomorphism γ is a discrete central subgroup of the group S(g). Let ϕ be the covering epimorphism of the group S(g) onto G.
Theorem I (see [25]). Let G be a semisimple Lie group. Then urk(G) = ϕ(D). Thus, the kernel urk(G) of the universal representation of the semisimple connected Lie group G is the image of the kernel of the canonical homomorphism S(g) → S(g C ) under the universal covering epimorphism of S(g) onto G.
We now recall the main result in Hochschild [25] .
Theorem II (see [25] ). Let G be a connected Lie group and let S be a maximal semisimple analytic subgroup of G. Let A be the closure in G of urk(S) (see Theorem I) . Then urk(G) coincides with a closed subgroup (normal divisor) P of G containing A for which the quotient group P/A is the (unique) maximal compact subgroup of the closure (in G/A) of the radical of the derived subgroup (G/A) * of G/A.
We now give a description of the Hochschild kernel of connected locally compact groups. We use a result due to Iwasawa on local decomposition ( [26] , Theorem 11) from which it immediately follows that in any neighbourhood of the identity of G there is a compact (not necessarily connected) normal divisor N such that the quotient group L = G/N is a connected Lie group and G is the image of some homomorphism ϕ : L × N → G with discrete kernel, where L is the universal covering of the Lie group L. We also recall that the radical R of the locally compact group G is the largest (closed) connected soluble normal divisor of G (see, for example, [26] or [27] , Theorem 3.7).
Using these objects we first obtain a very natural description of connected locally compact groups having sufficiently many continuous finite-dimensional representations. We recall that the expression 'sufficiently many' means that the corresponding family of representations separates elements of the group under consideration. 
This paper is organized in the following way. The necessary preliminary information is set out in §2. The criterion for a representation of a connected locally compact group to be continuous and linear (so that its Hochschild kernel is trivial; see Theorem 1) and the criterion for a connected Lie group to be linear, given in terms of (not necessarily continuous) finite-dimensional locally bounded representations (Theorem 12) are considered in §3. The theorem on the Hochschild kernel for connected locally compact groups (Theorem 2) is proved in §4. A certain generalization of Hochschild's theorem in terms of locally bounded finite-dimensional representations is obtained in §5 and a description of the intersection of the kernels of locally bounded finite-dimensional representations of a reductive connected Lie group is given in §6.
Some of the results of this paper were announced (with outlines of proofs) in [28] - [33] .
Preliminary information
We recall some definitions and results from [9] used in the proofs of this paper; all the proofs not given here can be found in [9] . Definition 3. Let G be a group, and X a subset of G. The set X is called infinitely divisible if for any element x ∈ X and any positive integer p there exists an element y ∈ X such that y p = x. The group G is said to be locally infinitely divisible if the operation of raising to any positive power p is open in the group identity; that is, the set of pth powers of elements running through any neighbourhood of the identity in G contains some neighbourhood of the identity in G.
Clearly, any Lie group is locally infinitely divisible. The next result shows that in any topological group, closures of infinitely divisible relatively compact subgroups are infinitely divisible.
Lemma 4.
Let G be a topological group, and X a subset of G with compact closure X in G. If X is infinitely divisible, then X is infinitely divisible.
We now state one of the simplest generalizations of Lie's theorem.
Theorem III (see [9] We recall that any commutative connected locally compact group is infinitely divisible (see [9] , Corollary 1), as is any compact connected group (see [6] ,Theorem 9.35) and the successive derived groups of a connected topological group are connected, as are the quotient groups by it; therefore any connected soluble locally compact group satisfies all the conditions of Theorem I. Hence we have the following result.
Corollary 5 (see [9] , Corollary 5 We shall prove a somewhat more general result, which is used below and is of interest in its own right. Proof. By hypothesis, the representation σ has a one-dimensional subrepresentation and therefore a common eigenvector ξ ∈ E, so that, in particular,
therefore all vectors of the form π(g)ξ, g ∈ G, are common eigenvectors for the representation σ. All such vectors span some finite-dimensional subspace F ⊂ E (the linear span of all vectors of the form π(g)ξ, g ∈ G in a subspace of E) and, by construction, the subspace F has a basis of eigenvectors of the representation σ. Of course, any set of linearly independent vectors of the form σ(g)ξ, g ∈ G, is finite. It follows from (2.1) that the nonzero subspace F is invariant with respect to the representation π of G. By hypothesis, the representation π is irreducible, so that F = E. Thus, the set of distinct functions of the form λ g , g ∈ G, is finite, where
are the complex-valued characters of the group N ; then they are invariant with respect to inner automorphisms of the group N . Therefore λ n = λ, n ∈ N . This means that the group G/N acts transitively on the (nonempty) finite set {λ g |g ∈ G} by permutations of this finite set, and if the number of elements in this finite set is equal to m, then the image of the group G/N is a subgroup of the symmetric group S m , so that the order of this subgroup is a divisor of m!. By hypothesis, for any x ∈ X there exists an element y ∈ G such that y m! = x. Consequently, the permutation corresponding to the element x is the m!th power of the permutation corresponding to y and therefore it is the identity permutation. Since, by hypothesis, X generates the group G/N , it follows that all the permutations determining the transitive action of G/N on {λ g |g ∈ G} are the identity, so that the set {λ g |g ∈ G} is a singleton:
This means that all the operators of the restriction of the representation σ to the normal divisor N are scalar multiples of the identity operator on E (operators of multiplication by a number,
The following result describes the structure of any (not necessarily continuous) locally bounded irreducible finite-dimensional linear representation of a connected locally compact group.
Lemma 7. Let G be a locally compact group, R the radical of G, and S = G/R the semisimple quotient group of the group G by its radical. The restriction of any (not necessarily continuous) irreducible finite-dimensional linear representation of G to R is a multiple of some central character of the group R, that is, a character
λ of R such that λ(r) = λ(g −1 rg) for all g ∈ G,
r ∈ R; this character is automatically the identity on [G, R] and can therefore be regarded as a character of the quotient group R/[G, R].
Proof. Consider the restriction of a representation π to the radical R. By part 2) of Corollary 5, there is a basis in the space E of the representation π in which the restriction of the representation π to R is written as upper triangular matrices. Consequently there exists a common eigenvector ξ ∈ E, ξ = 0, for all operators π(r), r ∈ R, so that π(r)ξ = λ(r)ξ for any r ∈ R H , where λ(r) ∈ C * = C\{0} for any r ∈ R H . Thus there exists a one-dimensional subspace L ⊂ E that is invariant with respect to the restriction ρ of the representation π to R.
Consider a compact normal divisor N in G/R such that L = (G/R)/N , which is a (connected and automatically semisimple) Lie group. Let N 0 be the component of the identity in N . Then the quotient group (G/R)/N 0 contains the compact totally disconnected normal divisor N/N 0 . Since N/N 0 is totally disconnected, it is central in (G/R)/N 0 , where the locally compact group G/R is semisimple. By Theorem 10.29(f) in [34] there exists a compact connected Abelian subgroup M of (G/R)/N 0 containing N/N 0 . By Corollary 1 in [9] there exists an infinitely divisible neighbourhood W of the identity element in M . Let O be the inverse image of the neighbourhood W in G/R. Let p ∈ N. Since the compact group N 0 is connected, it follows that N 0 is infinitely divisible, so that the set of pth powers of elements of O contains N 0 . Furthermore we see that the set of pth powers of elements of O contains the set whose image in the quotient group (G/R)/N 0 is a neighbourhood of the identity element. Thus, the set of pth powers of elements of O is a generating set for G/R. By Lemma 6 this implies that all the operators of the representation π are multiples of the identity operator in E,
In particular, the character λ is central, that is, λ(r) = λ(g −1 rg) for any g ∈ G and r ∈ R. Hence it follows immediately that the function λ is identically equal to one on
, and therefore determines a character of the quotient group R/ [G, R] . This completes the proof of Lemma 7.
The proof of the next result is completely analogous to the proof of Lemma 7 since, according to Lemma 7, for any finite-dimensional representation of a connected locally compact group there exists a basis in the space of the representation in which the image of the radical is contained in the group of upper triangular matrices, and it remains to use the local divisibility of the group G so as to verify that any element of a sufficiently small neighbourhood of the identity element in G does not change the diagonal characters of the corresponding representation of the radical by upper triangular matrices. This result is well known for connected Lie groups; see [42] , p. 194 and [38] , Theorem XI.3.2, p. 128.
Lemma 8. Let G be a connected locally compact group with radical R. For any (not necessarily continuous) finite-dimensional linear representation π of G there exists a basis in the space of the representation π in which the family π([G, R]) is contained in the set of upper triangular matrices with ones on the principal diagonal.
It is clear that Lemmas 7 and 8 admit extensions to the case of general connected soluble normal divisors in a connected locally compact group.
We now recall one of the main results of the paper [9] .
Theorem IV (see [9] This result on the automatic continuity of locally bounded finite-dimensional representations of connected locally compact groups is best possible, because any imperfect connected Lie group has a discontinuous locally bounded finite-dimensional representation. Here is the corresponding result.
Theorem V (see [9] We shall also need the following result.
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Theorem VI (see [9] The results listed above on automatic continuity relate, in the main, to Lie groups rather than the more general locally compact groups and, what is more, the property of automatic continuity of locally bounded finite-dimensional representations can break down (even in the narrower class of finite-dimensional unitary representations of a semisimple compact topological group) if that group is not a Lie group. In fact, if G is the direct product of countably many copies of some semisimple Lie group K, G = K N (say K = SU(2)), then since K is linear, that is, it has a faithful tautological finite-dimensional unitary representation, any matrix element f ij of any element of the group f = {f ij } ∈ G determines a (bounded) function f ij : N → C. Applying to each such function some fixed character χ of the Banach algebra B(N) of bounded complex-valued functions not defined by the map which takes the value of the function at some point of the set N, we obtain the finite-dimensional unitary matrix representation f = {f ij } → {χ(f ij )} of G, and this representation is clearly discontinuous.
Nevertheless, some assertions for general connected locally compact groups turn out to be consequences of theorems on the automatic continuity of Lie groups. We recall the description of the intersection of the kernels of continuous finite-dimensional unitary representations (the von Neumann kernel) and the intersection of the kernels of all (not necessarily continuous) finite-dimensional unitary representations ("the smallest von Neumann kernel") of a locally compact group [24] . Let H = H(G) be the analytic subgroup of a connected locally compact group G generated by all the noncompact simple analytic subgroups of G. An example of a connected reductive Lie group G with vNk(G) = svNk(G) is also given in [24] .
Before embarking on the study of kernels of universal representations of connected locally compact groups we recall certain characterizations of linear Lie groups (see [35] - [43] We also recall that a soluble connected Lie group G has a faithful continuous finitedimensional linear representation if and only if the closure of the derived subgroup G * of G is simply connected. This is a version of Theorem XVIII.3.2 in [38] . According to Mal tsev's classical result [44] , the condition that a connected Lie group G has a faithful continuous finite-dimensional linear representation is equivalent to the condition that both R and the Levi subgroup Σ of G have faithful continuous finite-dimensional linear representations.
In this paper, which is in part a review article, we consider similar problems in the class of locally bounded linear representations of locally compact groups and, in particular, in the subclass of connected Lie goups, which will be used in the next section.
Locally bounded linear representation of connected Lie groups
We begin the study of when connected locally compact groups have a linear representation with the special case relating to connected Lie groups. We recall that over 70 years ago, Birkhoff [35] proved that the Lie quotient group of the Heisenberg group by the normal divisor of the integer points in the centre has no (continuous or discontinuous) faithful finite-dimensional linear representations. Since then many works have appeared which are devoted to the study of Lie groups admitting faithful continuous finite-dimensional representations (see, for example, [36] - [43] ), whereas discontinuous representations have hardly been studied; Moskowitz thought that the investigation of discontinuous representations was hard. 2 The following theorem answers the question of the existence of a faithful locally bounded finite-dimensional linear representation (this condition is different from the condition of representability in the class of locally bounded finite-dimensional linear representations) in the simplest possible way.
Theorem 12. A connected Lie group admits a faithful locally bounded (not necessarily continuous) finite-dimensional representation if and only if it admits a continuous faithful finite-dimensional representation, that is, if and only if it is a linear Lie group.
In what follows the symbol Z(G) denotes the centre of the group G, R = rad G is the radical of a locally compact group G (the largest soluble normal subgroup of G), S denotes the semisimple quotient group by the radical, S = G/R, Σ is the Levi subgroup of a connected Lie group, G * = [G, G] is the derived subgroup of G, and R * the radical of G * .
Proof. We suppose that the connected Lie group G has a faithful locally bounded linear representation π in a complex vector space. Applying Theorem V, we see that the restriction of π to Σ is automatically continuous and therefore Σ is a linear group. By Lemma 11 it remains to prove the assertion of the theorem under the additional assumption that G is soluble. By part 2) of Corollary 5 we can suppose that the matrices of the representation π are upper triangular, and therefore the matrix of the restriction of π to G * is upper triangular with ones on the principal diagonal. Therefore the restriction of π to G * is continuous according to Theorem VI and the image π(G * ) of G * is an analytic subgroup of the simply connected nilpotent group of unipotent upper triangular matrices. Therefore π(G * ) is closed and simply connected. Consequently G * is also simply connected. If the closure of G * contains a nontrivial compact subgroup, then the intersection of the closures of the complements of the bounded closed neighbourhoods of the identity element of G * contains elements of this compact subgroup, and then this intersection also contains the identity element of this compact subgroup, which is also an element of G * . This property must be inherited by the continuous image π(G * ); however, π(G * ) is a subgroup such that the intersection of the closures of the complements of open neighbourhoods of the identity element cannot contain the identity element (because the norms of nilpotent matrices cannot be close to 1 at infinity). It follows that both parts of condition (ii) in Lemma 11 hold, so that G is linear.
Characterization of the Hochschild kernel
We recall that Hochschild [25] described the intersection of the kernels of all continuous finite-dimensional representations of a connected Lie group. Definition 13. Let G be a topological group. The Hochschild kernel of G or the kernel of the universal representation urk(G) of G is defined as the intersection of the kernels of all continuous finite-dimensional representations of G.
The following object is also of interest.
Definition 14. Let G be a topological group. The kernel of locally bounded representations lbrk(G) of G is defined as the intersection of the kernels of all (not necessarily continuous) locally bounded finite-dimensional representations of G.
It is obvious that lbrk(G) is a (not necessarily closed) normal divisor of G contained in the closed normal divisor urk(G) of G. We summarize some results of the papers [36] - [43] , which clarifies the statement of the problem. According to Theorem 7.1 in [36] , if G is a Lie group, then the quotient group G/ urk(G) is linear; that is, it has a faithful continuous finite-dimensional representation. Thus, urk(G) is the smallest closed normal divisor N in the Lie group G for which G/N is isomorphic to a real-analytic subgroup of some full linear group.
Note that the group, which was studied by Birkhoff in [35] , obviously satisfies the condition urk(G) = lbrk(G), which suggests that this could turn out to be true even in the general case. But this is not the case. Here is an example (see [24] ).
Example 15.
We use the well-known example of a connected reductive Lie group with a nonclosed Levi subgroup (see, for example, [45] , p. 256) and with derived subgroup that is dense in the group. Let G 0 be the universal covering group of the Lie group SL(2, R), and let Z be the centre of G 0 , which is isomorphic to the additive group of integers Z. Let α ∈ R\Q, where Q is the subfield of rational numbers in R. Let T = R/Z, which is a one-dimensional torus. There exists a discrete central normal divisor D in R × Z (and simultaneously in R × G 0 ) such that the quotient group R × Z/D is isomorphic to T and the image of a subgroup of {0}×Z that is dense in T (for example, we can take the kernel of the homomorphism (t, ν) → exp 2πi(t + αν) for D, where t ∈ R, ν ∈ Z are products of R × Z by T; here α is irrational and the map ν →ν is some isomorphism of Z onto Z (ν is the integer corresponding to ν ∈ Z under this isomorphism). We can take the quotient group G = R × G 0 /D for the group G; let C be the centre of G and let ρ be the canonical homomorphism of
vNk(G) = G (G is minimal almost periodic), whereas svNk(G)) = [G, G].
As we see, the closure of [G, G] is the entire group G. However, a connected Lie group, having a faithful finite-dimensional representation, has a closed Levi subgroup and a closed derived subgroup (see, for example, [45] , Ch. 3, Exercise 41) while the quotient group G can only satisfy these conditions if the corresponding normal divisor contains the subgroup W = ρ(R × {e Z }), so that urk(G) = W . Here the group [G, G] = ρ({0} × G 0 ) is obviously isomorphic to G 0 , so that lbrk(G) = urk(G 0 ) W , because the quotient group G/G 0 (taken in the group-theoretic sense) is commutative and automatically has sufficiently many (possibly discontinuous) characters. As regards the group urk(G 0 ), it is equal to 2Z, as is well known.
Note that in this example the group lbrk(G) is not closed. Furthermore, lbrk(G) = {e} and urk(G) = {e}. This is a general fact: if the groups lbrk(G) and urk(G) are not the same, then they are both nontrivial; see Theorem 12 above.
We now prove a theorem on continuous representability for a connected locally compact group. This theorem asserts that a connected locally compact group G has sufficiently many continuous linear representations in finite-dimensional vector spaces, or equivalently the condition urk(G) = {e G } is satisfied, if and only if G is a projective limit of connected linear Lie groups. We also show that these conditions are equivalent to a combination of two conditions, namely, that the largest noncompact (analytic) semisimple Lie subgroup S 1 of G is a linear Lie group (so that the corresponding group urk(S 1 ) is trivial) and the (unique) maximal compact subgroup B of the closure in G of the radical rad (G ) of the derived subgroup G = [G, G] of G is also trivial. We now state this result on the equivalence of certain properties of a connected locally compact group.
Theorem 1. Let G be a connected locally compact group. The following conditions are equivalent: (i) G has sufficiently many continuous linear representations in finite-dimensional vector spaces, that is, the family of finite-dimensional linear representations of G separates the points of G;
(
projective limit of connected linear Lie groups; (iv) the largest noncompact (analytic) semisimple Lie subgroup S 1 in G is a linear Lie group (this means, of course, that the corresponding group urk(S 1 ) is trivial) and the (unique) maximal compact subgroup B of the closure in G of the radical rad (G ) of the derived subgroup G of G is also trivial.

Proof. It is obvious that (iii) ⇒ (i) ⇔ (ii). We shall prove the chain of implications (i) ⇒ (iv) ⇒ (iii).
If condition (i) holds, then not only G but also S has sufficiently many continuous linear representations in finite-dimensional vector spaces. According to the equivalence (i) ⇔ (ii) (see above), it follows that urk(S 1 ) = {e S 1 }. Consequently, the closure of urk(S 1 ) in G is also the identity. Let U be a given neighbourhood of the identity element in G, and N a normal divisor in G contained in U such that G/N is a connected Lie group. We apply Theorem II (Hochschild's main theorem on the kernel of the universal representation of connected Lie groups) to the quotient Lie group H = G/N . Since the groups S 1 (G) and S 1 (G/N ) are naturally isomorphic, it follows that H = G/N is a Lie group whose Levi subgroup S is linear, so that the group A = urk(S) is trivial, A = urk(S) = {e S }. Then the closure A of A is also trivial, A = {e G }. Again by Theorem II, the Lie group H has a faithful continuous finite-dimensional representation in this case (or equivalently, using Theorem 7.1 in [36] on connected Lie groups, it has sufficiently many continuous linear representations in finite-dimensional vector spaces) if and only if the subgroup P of G, which for urk(S) = {e S } coincides with the (unique) maximal compact subgroup B of the closure in G of the radical rad (G ) of the derived subgroup G of G, is trivial.
However, if the maximal compact subgroup B of the closure in G of rad (G ) is nontrivial, then there exists a neighbourhood V of the identity element in G that does not contain elements of B. In this case the image of B in G/N , where N is a compact normal divisor in G contained in V , is a nontrivial compact subgroup of the closure in H of the image of rad (G ) in H. On the other hand, since the normal divisor N is compact, it follows from Corollary 3.8 in [7] in combination with §3 in [14] that the image in H of rad (G ) coincides with rad (H ) since the radicals in G and H are automatically closed. Thus, if B is nontrivial, then the Hochschild kernel urk(H) of any quotient Lie group of the form H = G/N is nontrivial since it contains the nontrivial image of B in H. Thus B ⊂ urk(G) and the family of continuous finite-dimensional linear representations of G does not separate points of the group. This completes the proof of the implication (i) ⇒ (iv).
To complete the proof of the theorem it suffices for us to prove the implication (iv) ⇒ (iii). Suppose that the groups A = A(g) and B = B(G) are trivial. Consider a neighbourhood U of the element e G in G. We will find a normal divisor N ⊂ U such that H = G/N is a Lie group. As we have already seen, in this case we also have A(H) = {e H }. We suppose that for this N there exists a nontrivial compact group B(H) of the closure in H of the subgroup rad (H ). Since B is part of the kernel of the universal representation and the kernel of the adjoint representation coincides with the centre of the group, it follows that B is central and therefore is a normal divisor in G. Consequently (recall that N is compact), the inverse image B(H) of B(H) in G is a compact normal divisor in G and this compact group B(H) is commutative modulo N ; that is, the derived subgroup of this group is contained in N .
The intersection C of all compact normal divisors of the form B(G/N ) in G (with respect to all compact normal divisors N such that the quotient group G/N is a Lie group) is a compact subgroup of G. The subgroup C is commutative, since the derived subgroup of C is contained in the intersection of all groups of the form N and this intersection is the identity. Furthermore, B(H) is a compact subgroup of the closure in H of rad (H ). Since, as with the radical of the group, the image of rad (G ) is rad (H ) and the inverse image of rad (H ) is rad (G )N , we conclude that the compact subgroup B(G/N ) (which lies in rad (H )) is contained in the product of the closure rad (G ) of rad (G )) and the normal divisor N . Thus, the intersection C of all compact normal divisors of the form B(G/N ) in G is contained in the intersection of the products rad (G )N , that is, in the closure in G of rad (G ), the radical of the derived subgroup Since all the groups B(G/N ) are compact normal divisors, it follows that C too is a compact normal divisor in G. We saw above that it is also commutative and that C is contained in the closure in G of rad (G ). In view of condition (iv) the group C is the identity. Since, by the construction of the group C, any element of G not belonging to C goes over to a nonidentity element in some continuous finite-dimensional representation π of G and since all quotient Lie groups of the form G/ B(G/N ) are linear, the group G = G/C turns out to be the projective limit of linear Lie groups of the form G/ B(G/N ). This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
We now prove the result on the Hochschild kernel urk(G) of a connected locally compact group G, which we stated in the introduction. We now remark that the closed subgroup [G, R] of G is a connected locally compact group. Consequently, the maximal compact subgroup C of [G, R] exists and is a connected group (see [26] , Theorem 13). Furthermore, since C ⊂ [G, R] ⊂ R, we see that C is simultaneously compact, connected and soluble. Therefore C is a compact Abelian group. Since the restriction to C of any continuous finite-dimensional linear representation of G is a direct sum of one-dimensional (and therefore irreducible) representations, it follows that any continuous finite-dimensional linear representation of G is the identity on the subgroup C by Lemma 8. Repeating the corresponding argument in the previous paragraph we see that the subgroup C is central; in particular, it too is a normal divisor in G. Since all maximal compact subgroups C in any connected locally compact group are conjugate, in view of the centrality they all coincide. Thus the group C is uniquely defined and is the unique maximal compact group of [G, R] .
Theorem 2. Let G be a connected locally compact group, U a given neighbourhood of the identity in G, N ⊂ U a compact (not necessarily connected) normal divisor such that the quotient group L = G/N is a connected Lie group and
Thus we have proved that urk(G) contains a closed normal divisor P in G whose quotient group by A is the unique maximal compact subgroup of [G, R] .
We now prove the converse assertion. We consider the quotient group of G by the closed normal divisor P of G generated by the subgroup A and the unique maximal compact subgroup of [G, R] . We again denote this group by G; then A = {e} and the maximal compact subgroup of the closure [G, R] is the identity. (In fact, the group C(G/C) for the quotient group by C is compact and Abelian, so that the extension of this group by C is compact, connected and soluble and is contained in the closure [G, R] and is therefore Abelian, and C is maximal among the compact subgroups of the closure [G, R] .) It then follows from Theorem 1 that the quotient group G/P has sufficiently many continuous linear finite-dimensional representations. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
We shall not give here a description of the intersection of the kernels of all locally bounded representations for any arbitrary connected locally compact group. However in §5, which follows, we obtain a certain generalization of the Hochschild characterization in the form of sufficient conditions for the equality urk(G) = lbrk(G) to hold, while in §6 we give a complete description of the intersection of the kernels of all locally bounded representations for an arbitrary connected reductive Lie group.
A version of Hochschild's Theorem
It is clear that lbrk(G) ⊂ urk(G). Of course, urk(G) is a closed normal subgroup of G [48] and, according to Theorem 7.1 in [36] , the quotient group G/ urk(G) has a faithful continuous finite-dimensional representation. Thus, urk(G) is the smallest closed normal divisor P in G satisfying the condition that G/P is isomorphic to a real-analytic subgroup of a full linear group.
The example above, which gave a connected reductive Lie group with urk(G) lbrk(G), means that in any theorem dealing with sufficient conditions for the groups lbrk(G) and urk(G) to coincide, some extra conditions are unavoidable. Instead of the continuous finite-dimensional representations that feature in Hochschild's theorem we consider finite-dimensional representations that are locally bounded and continuous on the closure of the kernel of the universal representation of some Levi subgroup of the entire group, and on the closure of the radical of the derived subgroup. Thus, this theorem generalizes Hochschild's characterization. Proof. Let R = rad(G) be the radical of the connected Lie group G, and π a (generally speaking discontinuous) finite-dimensional representation of G. By Theorem 2 the restriction of π to S is automatically continuous; therefore the representation π maps the normal divisor vNk(S) of S into the identity operator in the space of the representation π. By assumption, the representation π is continuous on the closure A of the group vNk(S) in G and therefore the representation π is trivial not only on vNk(S) but also on the whole of A. We point out that any Lie group has an adjoint representation whose kernel coincides with the centre Z G of the group G. Consequently vNk(S) ⊂ Z G , where Z G is automatically closed. Thus, the closure A of vNk(S) in G is also contained in Z G and therefore the group A is central. Thus, A is a closed normal divisor in G.
It follows that any finite-dimensional representation of G in a complex vector space satisfying the conditions of Theorem 16 is trivial on A. By going over to the group G/A we can regard any finite-dimensional representation of G satisfying the conditions of Theorem 16 (and not necessarily continuous) as a representation of the group G/A. For this reason we can suppose that the given group G has a linear Levi subgroup S and is trivial on A.
It remains to prove that any finite-dimensional linear representation π of such a group G in a complex vector space satisfying the conditions of Theorem 16 is the identity on any compact subgroup Q of the closure in G of rad G * , the radical of the derived subgroup G * of G. For brevity we denote rad G * by the symbol O. Since the restriction of π to G * is continuous by Theorem IV and the identity on each irreducible subrepresentation of π by Lemma 7, it follows that the restriction of π to rad G * is continuous and is represented by upper triangular matrices with ones on the principal diagonal (see [9] , [49] ), and it follows from our condition of continuity that the restriction of π to O is also continuous and represented by upper triangular matrices with ones on the principal diagonal. Thus, the representation π is trivial on each compact subgroup of O, which proves that Proof. Let R = rad G be the Abelian radical of the connected reductive Lie group G. Suppose that π is a (generally speaking discontinuous) locally bounded finite-dimensional representation of G. By van der Waerden's theorem [2] (see also [9] ) the restriction of π to S is automatically continuous (hence, in particular, urk(S) = lbrk(S)) and therefore the representation π maps the normal divisor A of S into the identity operator in the space of the representation π.
We recall that the kernel of the adjoint representation of any Lie group is the centre of the group. Consequently it follows from the obvious inclusion A ⊂ urk(G) that A is a subgroup of the centre of G. Since any (continuous) finite-dimensional representation of the semisimple Lie group S is completely reducible, it follows that any locally bounded representation of S is a direct sum of irreducible representations.
Let B = S ∩R. Since S does not have any connected soluble normal divisors, it follows that B is a discrete normal divisor of S. Consequently B is a subgroup of the centre Z S of S.
We return to our investigation of a locally bounded finite-dimensional representation of G and restrict this representation to the subgroup S. As we remarked above, this restriction is a direct sum of irreducible representations of S. In particular, any element of the centre Z S of S is taken to a scalar operator in the subspace of any irreducible subrepresentation.
This property means that any element of the set-theoretic difference Z S \A and, in particular, any element of the set-theoretic difference B\A is taken to a nonidentity operator in the space of the representation for some locally bounded finite-dimensional linear representation of G.
We now consider the Abelian group R and endow it with the discrete topology. We claim that any locally bounded finite-dimensional linear representation of S can be extended to a locally bounded finite-dimensional linear representation of G. It suffices to establish this claim for irreducible representations. If the representation under consideration is irreducible, then the restriction of this representation to the intersection B = S ∩ R (discrete in S and therefore central in S) is determined by some character of B by Schur's lemma. According to Theorem 24.12 in [50] this character can be extended to a character of the entire (Abelian) group R. Since elements of the groups S and R commute (because R is central by hypothesis), this extension of the character determines the desired extension of the representation of the entire group S.
Hence it follows that any element of the complement S\A has a nontrivial image in some locally bounded finite-dimensional linear representation of G. Elements of the set R\B also have a nontrivial image in some locally bounded finite-dimensional linear representation of G, because the quotient group R/B is automatically Abelian, so that it has sufficiently many one-dimensional (unitary) characters. This completes the proof of Theorem 17.
We point out the following obvious corollary.
Corollary 18. A connected reductive Lie group G with Levi subgroup S satisfies the condition urk(G) = lbrk(G) if and only if urk(S) is closed in G.
The proof of Theorem 17 throws up difficulties which relate to characterizations of the kernel lbrk(G) for a connected Lie group G of general form. These are even more in evidence in the case of an arbitrary connected locally compact group. The simplifying role of the assumption that the group G in question is reductive (and therefore the role of the assumption that the radical is central) is clearly visible. We shall return to the problem of characterizing the kernel lbrk(G) for a connected Lie group G in another publication.
